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Scope of the Study
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Background & 
Demand

Background & demand Objectives Limitations

o The primary goal of the study is to create 

an understanding and provide an 

overview of the Finnish FoodTech

ecosystem, including:

o High-level overview of Finnish 

FoodTech company landscape

o Analysis of FoodTech funding 

development in Finland focusing on 

venture capital and growth equity 

funding rounds between 2015 –

H1/2023

o Snapshots of investor landscape 

and food innovation ecosystem

o Analysis and conclusions are Tesi’s own

o We recognize that our study does not 

include all FoodTech companies in 

Finland. However, we would like to 

cooperate within the industry in coming 

years to create a public, up-to-date and 

more holistic list. 

o Tesi’s data model is used as the main 

data source. The data model includes 

multiple different data sources, including 

Pitchbook, Dealroom, Talouselämä, 

Mergermarket, and other data sources. 

o The data utilized may be partially 

incomplete or faulty. Research also 

includes already bankrupted and 

acquired companies.

o Several studies on FoodTech have been 

published with both global and European 

scopes providing different analyses of the 

sector (e.g. FoodTech funding trends and 

development in different subcategories)

o While some of the studies have also 

included Finland as a part of the overall 

analysis, there hasn’t been a study 

focusing solely on the Finnish FoodTech. 

This is the first study on Finland covering 

the funding environment and 

corresponding company landscape in 

more detail.

o The study is inspired by reports and work 

by DigitalFoodLab and Forward Fooding



Key observations
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Diverse mix of 
FoodTech companies

o Finnish FoodTech landscape can be considered as a diverse mix of companies with various products, technologies and business models in 
different parts of the food value chain

o Measured by the number of companies, the largest FoodTech categories are AgTech and Next-Gen Food. The latter consists mainly of 
companies providing plant-based products and cellular agriculture companies that can also be considered as part of AgTech category.

Growth in funding 
amounts & emergence 

of larger rounds

o Overall, the amount of raised funding in FoodTech has grown strongly since 2015. The growth has occurred especially between years 2019 -
2022 where the total raised funding (c. 1 600 M€) was significantly larger (>15x) compared to earlier period between 2015 - 2018.

o However, the majority of the increased funding is explained by two companies, food delivery company Wolt and supply chain software company 
Relex Solutions, which explain c. 84 % of the total funding between 2015 - 2022. When excluding these two companies, the total funding 
between 2015 - 2022 is c. 270 M€. 

o Even though Wolt and Relex Solutions play a major part in the funding amounts, there has simultaneously been increased number of larger 
funding rounds (+10 M€) by other companies since 2020. This is also explaining the increased total amount of funding. 

o Regardless of the earlier growth, during H1/2023, the amount of funding raised was smaller compared to earlier years. This can be partially 
explained by overall difficult macro and funding environment, which has affected simultaneously several industries. 

Versatile investor 
activity & developing 
FoodTech ecosystem

o Overall, there has been diverse investor activity in the Finnish FoodTech sector consisting of both local and international VC funds in different 
FoodTech categories. These investors include both generalist and sector specialists. Local sector specialist, Nordic FoodTech VC, was 
founded in 2020 and has a focus on early-stage VC investments in the food sector in the Nordics.

o Besides private funds, established Finnish food corporations have also been involved in the new food technologies and products via e.g.
funding and M&A activities. However, international corporations or CVCs have not been that active so far in the Finnish food sector. 

o Finland has an active and developing innovation ecosystem around food in the form of different research centers, universities and incubators.
These conduct research around food and help in commercialization of the new food solutions. Several Finnish university spin-offs, especially 
related to cellular agriculture, have raised funding rounds in the 2020’s.



FoodTech and category description
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84

FoodTech companies

AgTech

26 Companies (31 %)

Delivery & Consumer Tech

13 companies (15 %)

o Companies developing 

solutions to agriculture 

and primary production 

in the beginning of food 

value chain

o Subcategories include 

e.g. fish farming 

technologies, vertical 

farming, fertilizers and 

soil & crop analytics

CommentsOverview of the FoodTech categories in the study

o Companies developing 

solutions to food 

distribution and 

consumption in the end 

food value chain

o Subcategories include 

e.g. food delivery, ghost 

kitchens, meal kits and 

food waste reduction

XX

Next-Gen Food

29 Companies (35 %)

o Companies leveraging 

science and technology 

in developing new 

ingredients and food 

products 

o Subcategories include 

e.g. cellular agriculture 

and plant-based 

products

Supply Chain

16 Companies (19 %)

o Companies developing 

solutions for the different 

parts of food supply 

chain and food retail 

industry

o Subcategories include 

e.g. supply chain and 

retail software and 

analytics, packaging and 

food waste management

FoodTech & category definitions:

o Inspired by the similar studies conducted, 

FoodTech is defined here broadly as different 

technologies and innovations that aim to 

increase the efficiency, quality and/or 

sustainability in the food value chain.

o In other words, FoodTech refers here not only to 

the technologies directly related to producing 

food itself but instead more widely to different 

solutions related to whole food value chain from 

agriculture and food processing to distribution 

and consumption.

o Similarly, the used categories1 here to segment 

the overall FoodTech landscape are inspired 

and build on taxonomy used in the similar kind of 

studies and work done by experts in the field 

(e.g. DigitalFoodLab and Forward Fooding).

Company selection:

o Study includes data on ~ 80 Finnish companies. 

The selection2 of companies has been manually 

screened and categorized by our investment 

team members

o We have focused mostly on start-ups / scale-

ups and VC-funded firms, excluding large, 

established companies as well as the Finnish 

subsidiaries of global firms.

1) Instead of aiming to provide definitive, mutually exclusive taxonomy, the goal is to provide structured and illustrative way to perceive Finnish FoodTech landscape given its own characteristics. Several subcategories have been combined as too 
fragmented segmentation would complex the analysis. 2) The selection criteria is subjective and qualitative, and the dataset is formed from multiple company lists identified by us. The dataset can include companies that do not fit the criteria if assessed 
more rigorously. Simultaneously, the list does not include all the relevant companies. 



Next-Gen Food

FoodTech marketmap
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AgTech Supply Chain

Delivery & Consumer Tech

Plant-based products & ingredients

Fish Vertical farming Fertilizers Software & analyticsInsects

Cellular agriculture

Packaging Software & analytics

o Overall, the Finnish FoodTech
landscape can be considered as a
diverse mix of companies with 
various products, technologies 
and business models in different 
parts of food value chain

o Majority of the companies have 
raised external funding (starting 
from angel investments) or/and 
have participated to different 
incubator programs in Finland or 
abroad

o Measured by the number of 
companies, the largest FoodTech
categories are AgTech and Next-
Gen Food. The latter consists of 
mainly companies providing plant-
based products / ingredients and 
cellular agriculture solutions that 
can be also considered as part of 
AgTech. Several companies in 
these categories have also 
research-background (e.g.
university spin-offs).

o In other categories, the most 
prominent companies by 
fundraising are food delivery 
company Wolt (acquired by USA-
based DoorDash in 2022) and 
supply chain software company 
Relex Solutions, which both have 
raised very large (+100 M€) 
funding rounds overall.

Pet food

Other

Food waste reductionFood delivery & 
virtual kitchen

Restaurant tech

Meal planning

Food waste 
management

Food safety & quality

Cold chain

Comments

1) Non-exhaustive list, includes also acquired and bankrupted companies. We acknowledge that not all of the companies in the study fit directly into the presented categories and there might be gaps or overlaps between categories. Furthermore, not all companies’ 
products and solutions are entirely linked to food sector only but instead they can have also different application areas outside food. Finally, the role and level of technology can vary between categories and companies.

Note: Illustrative1

Food upcycling
Meal kit

Algae refining



FoodTech funding overview
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FoodTech funding development since 2015

o Overall, the amount of raised funding in Finnish FoodTech has grown strongly since 
2015. The growth has occurred especially between years 2019 - 2022 where the total 
raised funding (c. 1 600 M€) was significantly larger (>15x) compared to earlier period 
between 2015 - 2018.

o However, the majority of the increased funding is explained by two companies, Wolt
and Relex Solutions, which both have raised in total >500 M€ and explain c. 84 % of 
the total funding between 2015 - 2022. When excluding these companies, the total 
funding between 2015 - 2022 is c. 270 M€. 

o Even though Wolt and Relex play a major part in the funding amounts, simultaneously 
there has been increased number of larger funding rounds (+10 M€) by other 
companies in different categories too since 2020, which is also explaining the 
increased amount of funding.

o During H1/2023, the amount of funding raised was smaller compared to earlier years. 
This can be partially explained by overall difficult macro and funding environment, 
which has affected simultaneously several industries. 

Comments
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2015 2016 2017 2018
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2019 2020 2021 2022 H1/2023

24 13 19 43

296

183

544 551

Number of funding rounds

Raised funding (M€), other companies

Raised funding (M€), Wolt and Relex

4

14

2015 - 2018 2019 - 2022

3,5x

99 M€

1 574 M€

2015 - 2018 2019 - 2022

15,9x

Note: funding data refers to primary equity funding rounds consisting of mainly venture capital and growth equity funding rounds i.e. other funding types (e.g. debt, grants) and secondary transactions (e.g. acquisitions or secondary deals) are excluded. However, given 
the nature of the funding data (e.g. varying level of disclosure) there can be cases where it is not possible to separate primary equity component of the overall funding round size. Therefore, the presented funding numbers can also include other than primary equity. 
Furthermore, the presented numbers should not be considered as exact but instead they aim to provide insights of high-level trends related to the funding environment. 

~ 1 670 M€ 
total funding raised

2015 - 2022
Including Wolt & Relex

~ 1.9 M€
median funding round size

2015 - 2022

~ 80 rounds
investments to 47 companies

2015 - 2022

Total raised funding Number of +10 M€ funding rounds

FoodTech funding 2015 - 2018 compared to 2019 - 2022

~ 270 M€ 
total funding raised

2015 - 2022
Excluding Wolt & Relex



FoodTech funding per category
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o When excluding Wolt and Relex
Solutions from the funding data, the 
FoodTech categories that have raised 
most of the funding are AgTech and 
Next-Gen Food. These categories
form c. 80 % of the total funding 
raised (c. 270 M€) between 2015 -
2022. 

o It is noteworthy that with Wolt and 
Relex Solutions, Delivery & Consumer 
Tech and Supply Chain would be the 
largest categories in raised funding

o As mentioned, outside Wolt and Relex
Solutions, there has been increase in 
funding especially since 2020 which is 
furthermore explained mainly by the 
growth in AgTech and Next-Gen Food 
categories. However, there has been 
also increase in the Delivery & 
Consumer Tech category in years 
2021 and 2022 compared to earlier 
period.

o The increased funding amounts in the 
categories are mostly explained by 
single larger (+10 M€) funding rounds

CommentsRaised funding (M€) in total and yearly per category between 2015 - 2022 (excluding Wolt and Relex Solutions)
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2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

0 0 0 0

50

37 M€

21 M€

90 M€

124 M€

Total funding
2015 - 2022

272 M€

14%

8%

33%

46%

Total funding
2015 - 2022

100%

AgTech Next-Gen Food Supply Chain Delivery & Consumer Tech



FoodTech funding round sizes
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Number of different funding rounds per size and category between 2015 - H1/2023

o In terms of the funding round 
volume, most of the rounds in 
FoodTech have been under 10 M€ 
size. However, the increased 
amount of funding to FoodTech
overall has been due to growth in 
larger (+10 M€) funding rounds. 
Between 2015 - H1/2023 there has 
been c. 20 funding rounds with size 
+10 M€. 

o As a reference point: for the years 
2019 - 2022, funding rounds with 
size of +10 M€ accounted ~70 % of 
total funding raised during the period 
when excluding Wolt and Relex
Solutions

o Larger funding rounds between 10 –
50 M€ have distributed in different 
categories to companies with 
varying products and business 
models. These include e.g. fertilizers, 
fish farming, cellular agriculture, 
plant-based products, food delivery 
and supply chain software.

o However, even larger rounds (>50 
M€) are linked only to Wolt and 
Relex Solutions of which have raised 
more funding than other companies 
combined

Comments

22

4

12

5

12

2 2

18

3 3

# of funding rounds <10 M€ # of funding rounds 10-50 M€ # of funding rounds >50 M€

AgTech Supply Chain Delivery & Consumer TechNext-Gen Food

Examples of companies with recent 
funding rounds



Investor landscape
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o Overall, there has been diverse investor activity in the Finnish FoodTech sector. Several Finnish early-stage generalist and deep tech focused VC funds have made investments into different FoodTech

categories. Among these investments, research-based companies are emphasized. Besides Finnish VCs with wider sector-focus, there is also one local VC fund (Nordic FoodTech VC, founded in

2020) focusing entirely on food sector with early-stage investments. In addition, there has been a couple of investments from Finnish growth and industrial focused funds.

o International VC funds have also been involved in the sector, even though their presence has been lower compared to domestic investors. These investors have included both generalists and sector-

focused investors. While later-stage funding rounds by Wolt and Relex Solutions have had strong international investor syndications, there have also been international investments into other companies

especially in AgTech and Next-Gen Food categories. However, the absolute number of investments have been rather low.

o Outside private funds, established Finnish food corporations have also been involved in the new food technologies and products via e.g. direct funding and M&A activities3. However, international

corporations or CVCs have not been that active so far in the Finnish food sector.

Other2Private Funds Government1

Finnish investors

International 
investors

Corporates / CVC

Examples of investors by type that have been active in the Finnish FoodTech ecosystem

Angel Investors

1) Note: Instead of equity investments, Business Finland provides grants and loans for Finnish companies. The grants and loans are not taken into account in the earlier presented funding data  2) Includes e.g. family offices & crowdfunding platforms 3) 
M&A transactions are not taken into account in the earlier presented funding data



FoodTech innovation ecosystem
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Example 
companies1

Institutions & 
organisations

Examples of Finnish FoodTech innovation hubs Comments

o Finland has a long-tradition of food 
research and development by different 
institutions and established corporations. 
For example, cellural agriculture company 
Enifer’s Pekilo mycoprotein was originally 
developed in Finland already in the 1970’s. 

o Finnish food innovation ecosystem includes 
different research centers, universities and 
incubators, which conduct research 
around new food innovations and help in 
commercialization of the new solutions

o Examples of these organizations include 
VTT (VTT Technical Research Centre of 
Finland) and University of Helsinki led Viikki
Food Design Factory Germinator Program

o Several of Finnish university / research 
center spin-off companies, mostly linked to 
cellular agriculture, have raised funding 
rounds in the 2020’s. 

o In addition to companies already raised 
funding, new innovations and companies 
contributing to various parts of the food 
value chain are established yearly as part 
of ecosystem

Research centres Universities Incubators

1) Including both university and research center spin-offs and companies that have participated in the incubators



Contact us:
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Keith Bonnici
Investment Director

keith.bonnici@tesi.fi

Jan-Patrick Haikkola
Investment Manager

jan-patrick.haikkola@tesi.fi
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